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Father Clarke presents Elwood Henson his diploma during the 1977 Spring Commencement.
Ranger Yearbook staff 1977

Romero House is a new Jesuit venture that welcomes everyone
from the Regis community to help and get involved.
See related story on P.2.
Andreatta Gnsenll/Highlander

20 years of devotion
S.J., the Chairman of the Board

bas increased from 1,000 un-

ofTrustees, in 1972, according

dergraduate students to 9,000

will take a 12 month sabbatical when the new president assumes his responsibilities.
After his sabbatical is completed, Fr. Clarke will embark
on a new venture.
On January 14, 1992, it was

to the anic\e in the March 13,

undergraduate and graduate

announced that Fr. Clarke, as

By Stephanie Roller
Staff Reporter

Freshman Seminar class
extends a helping hand
By Jennifer Susich
Staff Reporter

The Freshman Seminar
classeseachhaveamonetary allowance and are able to do with
it what they please. Dr. Janet St.
Clair's class, section 15, "From
the American Woman's Perspective," decided to use their money
to help a woman by the name of
April Jones.
Jones is a Registered
Nurse and contracted HIV while
at work. She lost her job and is
finding the job hunt difficult due
to her disease. She soon found
out that she has colon cancer.
Her house was burglarized and
burnt down to the ground.
With three children,
ages 14, 12, and 10, Jones was
left dying without a borne, any
clothes, or any food.
As of Friday, Septem-

ber 18, April and her family
were living in an apartment
in Aurora with only three beds,
one sofa, and a few items of
donated food.
Toe students in CCS
200, T15, organized themselves into committees and
gathered items for Jones along
with cash donations.
On Saturday, September 19, St. Clair and her
class took food, clothes, fur niture, appliances, blankets,.
and dishes to her.
The project was. a
huge success, but Jones still
needs assistance. If you wish
to help in any way, please
contact St. Clair, 458-4226,
or Jennifer Susich in the Writing Center, 458-4958.

Inside

"Father Clarke is the
right man for Regis for the 70' s"
said Father Thomas J. Casey,

has guided the College through
many changes including the
name change of the institution
to Regis University. In addition, the number of students

1972 issue of The Brown and students in the Traditional StudQQl.d which announced that ies Program, School for ProfesRegis had appointed a new presi- sional Studies and School for
Health Care Professions. Also,
dent.
The notion that Fr. the number of campuses has
Casey expressed on behalf of increased from one in 1972 to
the seven member search com- eleven campuses now stretchmittee in 1972 has held through ing from Colorado Springs to
the eighties and into the nine- Gillette, Wyoming.
When Fr. Clarke came to
ties. On August 24, 1992, the
President of Regis University, Regis, he assumed the role of
Fr. David M. Clarke, S.J., was president of the Regis Educahonored at a luncheon attended tional Corporation, the parent
by faculty and staff of the Uni- organization of Regis High
versity. The luncheon was to School and College. Accordhonor Fr. Clarke for his twenty ing to Rev. Vincent M. Burns,
years of service to the Univer- S.J., a doctor of theology at
Fairfield University, and one
sity.
of
Fr. Clarke's professors at
When Fr. Clarke assumed
Weston
College in Massachuhis duties as President on Ausetts
'·Fr.
Clarke was a geologust 1, 1972, he became the
seventee~tli president of Regis gist and a very good one. He
College. Before he came, Regis went into administration, givCollege had experienced five ing up geology to lead Regis
Presidents in five years and had into the future."
As the search for a new
a budget that was in the red. ln
the twenty years since, Fr. Clarke president winds down, Fr. Clarke

Chancellor of the University,
will represent Regis in his travels as he tends to the growing
external public, fundraising
activities, and alumni relations.
"Fr. Clarke's leadership of Regis for the past two
decades has been unmatched
in higher education," said
Robert J. Malone, chairman of
the Regis University Board of
Trustees, in a press release sent
out by the Regis Office of Public
Affairs on January 14, 1992.
"The Board of Trustees feels
the time is right to position the
institution's leadership for the
21st century," Malone explained.
In the same press release, Fr. Clarke stated "With
Regis' strong growth over the
years, the expansion of the
University's leadership is an
important part of our effort to
plan for the future."

Editorials pp. 4 and 5
MAC film controversy
More responses to Pat Schroeder letter
Student speaks up on amendment 2
Features pp. S- and 9
Politics in an election year
Entertainment pp. 12 and 13
Concert R,~vif!ws \ . .
·

Father Clarke celebrates the Mass of the Holy
Spirit with the Regis community on SeptemFather Clarke tends to his duties from his office in ber 10, 1992.
Main Hall.
Photo Editor/Highlande
Andreatta Grisenti/Highlander
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Pell Grant increases are just a myth
available. But, wouldn'tyou
a student can receive from know it, the amendments to
by Del Stark
Financial Aid this year is the HEA foresaw such a need.
Editor
The amendments to
$2,400. The amendments to
It has been four years the Higher Education Act call the HEA state that Stafford
since George Bush claimed for an increase of Pell grant
loans limits will rise from
that he was going to be the money to $3,700 for 1993-94 $2,625 to $3,500 for second
"education president." and to $4,500 in 1997-1998.
year students and from $4,000
Though his record since 1988
Weber and Matson to $5,500 for third and forth
has been criticized, President assertthatstudentswillonly
year undergraduates. AnBush has pledged to build be eligible for $2,300; thus nual loan limits on Perkins
financial aid programs.
students will see a $100 de- loans increased to $3,000 and
Bush proposed a crease in their Pell Grants the PLUS loans rose $4,000
budget that would include even though the federal to cost of education minus
$6.6 billion dollars request government raised the award
federal aid. Also, unsubfor Pell Grants, a 22 percent cap to $3,700. This can't make sidized loans will be made ·
increase from 1992.
sense can it? Well this is the more available to students
The Senate approved federal government in action.
even though they are not
a bill on February 21, 1992 to
In conference, Weber widely used.
increase Pell grant and loan and Matson said that the
According to a stateeligibility to more middle federal government is being ment by the United States
income students. On March more liberal with grant Student Association, Pell
26, 1992 the house passed a money and has opened up Grants now cover less than
bill to increase the maximum financial aid eligibility to a 25 percent of college costs,
Nuns??? Found roaming Regis campus looking for sinners and
Pell Grant award and allow larger base of students. The compared to 50 percent in
advertising "Sister Act" are Jason Maroney and Roland Baunas many as one million more down side of this is that there 1980. Despite sharp increases
gardner. Tuey are defmitelty dressed for the part.
middle-income students to is not enough money to go in tuition, grant money for
Andreatta Grisenti/Highlander
participate in the program.
around. As a result, stu- colleges continues to drop
What does this boil dents will be getting less grant
while loans are on the rise.
down to?
money then the HEA preSince this was an
Every five years the scribes. "It is an authorizaamendment year, financial
Federal Government makes tion vs. appropriation issue,"
aid forms will be arriving
revisions to the Higher Edu- said Weber. The Department
late, said Weber and Matcation Act (HEA). Accord- of Education can authorize
son. The Department of
ing to Karen Weber, assis- $3,700 in grant money, but is
Education is stalling and By Liz Harding
Fr. Vince O'Flaherty
tant to the president and only able to appropriate
holding off publishing na- Asst. Editor
be living at Romero
will
also
Audrey Matson, director of
tional financial aid forms. The
This year, five Regis House and serves as a spiritual
$2,300.
financial aid this year's
Weber and Matson Department of Education has University students became and academic advisor to the
amendments to the HEA are believe that a lot more stuyet to request information involved in a new community students living there. He also
misleading and very decep- dents will have to start apfrom companies, such as service project. Seniors Christy oversees and organizes the work
tive.
plying for loans since grant ACT, that process financial Andriolo, Luis Diaz, Lauri they do at the Our Lady of
The
maximum money won't be readily
Harris, Renee Janssen. and Hung Guat.alupe parish.
need analysis data.
amount of Pell Grant money
Pham are working together at
All of the students
'
the Our Lady of Guhtalupe

Romero House reflections:
Students and their community

Human Subjects Committee finds first year fulfilling
By Liz Harding
Asst. Editor

"It's a sign of the transition from a college to a university," said Clark Newman,
about the instigation of the
Human Subjects Review Committee. "It's a sign of the maturity of the institution."
Newman is the chair
of the Human Subjects Review
Committee, which was started
last year as a means of review-

r $5- -

ing research projects involving
human subjects.
Newman said that the
purpose of this committee is to
"protect the rights of human
subjects." He listed several of
these rights, which include the
right to be free from physical
and emotional harm, and to be
free from any legal ramifications of their actions.
The committee investigations cover research proj-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----, nal
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ects done by students in the
Nursing program, the Master's
of Whole Learning program,
and students in some psychology classes.
According to Newman, each student wishing to
participate in a research project
involving humans must submit
an application to the committee. The committee looks over
the application and decides if it
is necessary to have the student
come before the review committee. Then, the committee
make the decision to approve
or disapprove the project. I the
project is disapproved, the
committee will make suggestions to the applicant.
Neman also said that
in the past month ·since the committee was implemented, there
have been 30 applications, all
from the Nursing Department.
All of the applicants were approved and none were required
to go before the review committee.
The committee consists of five people, made up of
four people from the Regis Community, and one from an exter-

Good Oct 2 _ Oct 15
B y appotn
. t'}tlen t

458_4342

$

L ___________________

parish, and living together at
the Romero House.
Romero House is a new
project which allows students
to live together as a community
while working together to help
others.
The students will be
preforming such services as
starting a health clinic, babysitting, and tutoring . They will
also be starting a youth ministry group to teach the young
people more about Christ, and
teaching English and Spanish.
"I think it is a creative, innovative and unique
opportunity that represents Regis
University's commitment to
community service," Andriolo
said.
Mike McManus, a
1992 graduate of Regis will
also be living at Romero House
and will be working as an assistant to Fr. Marshall Gourley,
the pastor of the Our Lady of
Guatalupe parish.

participating in Romero House
this year have a positive feeling
about the project. Although they
have not the actual work with
the parish yet, they were recently introduced to the members of the parish at Mass.
Harris felt that the
parish was very receptive of
them. "We're all glad to be
here," she said. "No one has
given us any reason not to be
glad that we're here."
She added that after
the mass at which they were
introduced, members of the
parish came up to them and
welcomed them, shaking hands
and hugging.
Pham described the
group worl<ing at Romero House
as "like a family ." He said that
the work done so far, to get the
house in order has built up a
real community feeling .
Anyone interested in
participating in the projects at
Romero House can call 4800273 for more information.

representative. The Uni-

I versity participants are NewI man, Assistant Dean Roger
I Martin, Dr. Gary Guyot, and
I Dr. Kathy Gutierrez. The exI temalrepresentativeisBarbara
I Medina.
I.

.

Anyone with questions

I mvolvmg
the Human
Subjects
.
.
I Review Committee can conI tact Newman

in Loyola 14 or

~ ..J by calling X 4206.

Living at the Romero House are five students, a house manager,
and Fr. Vince O'Flaherty. As you can see they are one big happy
family.
Special to Highlander
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That's Life!

Points to Ponder

By Corey S. Flanagan

By Liz Harding

"Were the hell have you been?"
"Well, you know that I'm the
Women's Volleyball Manager."
"Yeah, so what?"
"Well, this time of the year we travel
a lot."
"What about your classes?"
"Ah, there going fine."
"Don't you miss a lot of
school?"
"I do miss a few days and the
ones I do miss are excused."
"Are you sure?"
In the last Highlander there
was an article about attendance and the
views of professors. Have you had a
chance to read it? Well, if you're an
athlete or on the forensics team you
better take a glance at it!
In the Student Bulletin (p. 45)
it states," A student is responsible for all
courses listed on his or her schedule.
When the number of unjustifiable absences in a course exceed the number
stipulated in writing by the respective
instructor, the instructor will immediately notify the student of the fact sand
send a report to the Office of the Registrar. The student will be excluded from
the class, and his or her grade will be
reported as 'Z' (failure by absence)."
What is considered an unjusti-

fiable absence? Dr. Eleanor Swanson
stated, "Except in the case of participation in athletics or forensics events off
campus or serious illness or documented
in the Student Life Office, all absences
are unexcused." Now the Communication Arts Department is one of the few
departments with a departmental attendance policy. Six absences is equal to a
Z grade.
Now why should one department make exception for athletes, forensics and illnesses, while a fellow
department allows only for six absences,
. excused or not? Commonly, students
involved in athletics or forensics are
several hundred miles away with no
support of friends or fans. They are the
ones representing Regis University's win
or loss.
Academic Dean Jud Shaver
stated, "Students owe it to themselves
to be in class." Students must realize
that they are students first in what ever
the case may be! You have to be in class
to learn, but there are times when stu~
dents need support by the faculty and
staff when srudents are representing Regis
in athletics or forensics.
Well, That's Life!
(Unless, of course, some administrator decides to change the policy ... )

I/

\ Reflection: how a visually \
impaired student views Regis
By Denise McKeen
I went to the pool here
at Regis for the first time. It
was different from the pool at
Estes Park. I found it hard to
swim because there aren't any
black lines on the bottom of the
pool for me to follow. Also the
lighting was poor. There were
only light on the sides of the
pool in stead of above the pool
like I'm used to.
I was on my high
school swim team for three years

'

Sometimes at Regis it seems
as if competition is the name of the
game. Students compete against other
students to be the best in the class, or in
their extra-curricular activities.
Why do we feel as if we have
to constantly compete to be the best?
Why isn't it enough to wantto be a team
player, to work with people to be assured that the result of your work is the
best it can possibly be?
It's because there are some
people who are solely interested in the
title of their position, and are not necessarily in their position because it is a job
they love to do.
This is not true of all leaders or
organizations on campus. There are many
who are able to rise above the need for
competition and are in their position
simply because they like what they do.
They are in the job for the job, not the
title of the position.
I realize that it can be very
hard to work with people sometimes,
especially when conflicts arise that do
not necessarily have anything to do with
the work at hand. Itis important, though
to make sure that these conflicts do not
endanger the quality of the project you
are working on.
Very few things in this world
can be done solely by one person. Most
things do require teamwork. I feel that
one of the most important aspects of
working as a team is mutual respect. It

sooner or later they stop making these
suggestions.
Competition can be a good thing
at times. In some ways, it is healthy to
compete. It can push peqple to do their
best, and it helps them to learn that
when they want something, it is necessary to go out and get it, and not sit
around and wait for it to come to them .
However, when taken too far,
competition can be fatal to the concept
of teamwork. Too much competition
can lead to backstabbing, fighting and a
loss of motivation that teamwork can
inspire. Some people would rather give
up than to continue competing against
the people they are supposed to be
working with.
Itis truly amazing what people
can accomplish by working together.
Teamwork can be a powerful thing.
When people work together, more doors
are opened and new insights gained.
I mentioned earlier that there
are two types of leaders at Regis. Those
who are in their positions because of the
title of the position, and those who are in
their position because they truly enjoy
doing what they do. At this time, I
would like to ask everyone in a leadership position at Regis to take a long,
hard look at themselves and their reasons for being in the position they are in.
If you are in the job because it is something you love to do, that's great, I wish
you the bestonuck, because you are the

is important for all the members of the
team to feel as if their contributions are
important, otherwise it becomes harder

type of leaders who really make a difference. However, if you are in a position strictly for the title, prestige. power,

and harder to make those contributions.
When people feel as if their suggestions
and contributions are not listened to,

etc. maybe the time has come for you to
seriously consider if you are truly the
best rson for the job.

and I wish there was a team
here. I really enjoyed the competition and the feeling of belonging to a team. I went to the
pool with a friend but I still
found it hard to find my way to
the locker room . It seemed
strange to have to go through
the gym to get to the locker
room . I would like to go swimming on a regular basis and I'm
looking for someone to go with.
If you're interested, let me know.

SUPIRCUTS"
$1 off with Regis I.D.
5115 N. Federal
Regis Square Shopping Center
458-8638
hours: Mon-Fri 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat- 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
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Colorado counts on you, register to vote!

The editor speaks:

Fallacies Of An Undergrad
by Del Stark
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Ms.. Barnes, thanlc you for ·.
Ms. Kees.e, ain.sorry you.
your comme11ts regarding the letter to
the edrtor alx>ut Pat Scbroeder'.s Vot- foundmycqlµgmch.eap. Perba.psyou ·.
ing record. ) am glad•. yout09k tiille wo.u ld hav~ wished it to beindre vile.
outofyourbrisy scbedulefo writeand lude and rude? A viciousfrttack at
share your thoughts with the Regis Ly11ne Montrose? .· ·Perhaps a slapitt ...
commllllity. ourpoints
well struc- the face to the whole Regis cotnmunity?
.. · ·
.··
tured and you defe.nd them.well, butI
by Todd LaSala
l
know
many
ofyo1fhave
~ afraid you too~ my words out of
Student Executive Board President
painted
me
as
the
bad
guy,
lbave
been
context. You are a good writer and
told
by
other
staff
memtiers
W)Oµtvoices
would make a fine journalist if that
I feel as though Student
would be your chosen career path. around campus; voices of disdain, ang~r.
Government is finally back into the
Perhaps you might consiu.:r y;ritir _ detest and bate. I guess.I understand
swing of things. For the nr<;t fpw
why some Of you feel thatway. YOU
for the Hi1?hlander.
weeks of school, it always feels as
.·
Maybe I did not explain clearly have all.walked a mile.in my shoes, ·. though we are very consumed with
my intentions in my last column. I did You know me through.and ilirotigf
things like Leadership Retreat, Orinot intend to la:sb out at the ~egis You . have unde~gone my trials and
entation and getting new dubs off
community, instead I wanted to en- tribulatio11s, . You know 1-lly family,
the ground. Now, in the middle of
courage peoplelilce yourself to use the . friends, •· and lineage and you h.ave
September, we have readjusted to
paper as a forum to express th~ir opin- weighed it all and made your fiJ.lal
the routine and this is what we are
ions. In years past, Regis' student .. verdict. I have been convicted before
up to.
newspaper has been a weeklyieader. I my trial, So muchfor·the everfoving .
We are all working hard to
. ••·
am trying to break out of tbatmode. ·I ·. Bill of Rights.
prepare for Special Games Day on
I met with Lynne Montro~e
invite campus groups, faculty, students
Sunday, September 27. We have
prior
to
our
last publicatJon and w,e
and other university patroAs .to raise
invited numerous special education
questions, make inquiries, debate ideas, came to the common · understanding
children from the local area to come
submit opinions related to the elec- that the paper needs to be more than
and play at Regis for a day. Charle
tion, offer insights to world and nae just a weekly reader: She has pledged
Tate has been the key to the organitional news and question the status · t9 help the newspaper in any capacity
zation and execution of this major
quo. I want. everyone in the Regis and is dedicated to helping the High~
event. It will begin at 1:15 on Suncommunity to knowthey are welcome lander grow. Are there any other
day and will end by 4:00. We are
to submit materials to the Highlander, campus administrators, faculty memlooking for campus-wide participabers and students willing ·to support
on any subject, at any time.
tion in this very special event, and
If a class debates a certain the newspaper?
are expecting that many clubs and
I lmow we can count on Dr.
social issue, perhaps .the comments
organizations on campus will use
Janell
en
Hill
Smith; she is our advisor.
could be compiled and sent to us as a
this opportunity to fulfill their compro-con evaluation. Faculty members She hasn't abandoned us or put us on
munity service obligations. Itprommight offer their diverse views of social th.e cutting block. She hasn't voiced
ises to be a wonderful day!
issues, government, politics, election disdain, anger or detest: If Dr. Smith
Student Government has
rhetoric, global warming and other and Ms. Montrose are wiUingto take · also developed a rapport with the
world issues. Administrators are wel- off their gloves and get back to busiRomero House and plans to use this
come to offer their insights regarding . ness,isn'titafuuttiineyoucto~weH.?
unique opportunity in the Our Lady
of Guadelupe Parish to offer further

y

are

From the office of the president
community service opportunities to
the clubs and organizations of General Assembly. The dedicated students at the Romero House are developing a nursery at the Parish
during Tuesday night baptism classes
and also programs to encourage high
school students to pursue a college
education. We feel that this is an
exciting and innovative way for students at Regis to get involved in the
community and serve others.
The Executive Board has
begun working on the goals and
discussions that came from the AllCampus Leadership Retreat. At
General Assembly we initiated some
discussion 'about what can be done
to improve the conditions at Marriott. Gary Coyle of Marriott came
and began to explain the meal plan
pricing and the flexibility in the different meal plans at Marriott. He
will be returning to GA soon in order
to gain student input and offer further explanations.
We will be meeting with the
Vice Presidents, and Deans of the
college very soon in order to clarify
our agenda and obtain more direction in our goals. We have begun to
work on them and will be making
more progress very soon.

also
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The Last W o r d - - - - - - - More resEonses to editorial judgment
Dear Editor,
The past two weeks I have
observedthecainpusreactiontothe
Pat Schroeder article both in your
paper and among students and faculty. I have several concerns.
First, I believe your decision
to publish before Pat Schroeder could
respond or defend herself violated
soine of our highest held principles
concerning the rights of the accused.
A citizen is innocent until proven
guilty. By publishing an article you
stated was "slanted" and "tainted
with voices of propaganda," (Highlander Sept. 10, 1992) you convicted
Ms. Schroeder in many peoples's
minds. Regardless of our opinions
of Ms. Schroeder, she is entitled to
defend herself. Perhaps we should
take the 200th Anniversary of the
Bill of Rights more seriously.
Next, your response to Ms.
editorial seemed to "lash ou t" at the

to write to the editor, I only found
how to buy advertising space. This
is ambiguous because I can only
assume letters to the editor are to be
sent to the same address.
I am not questioning your
journalistic judgement, you did that
well enough in your response. Put
your judgment toward making a fair
statement, not a slanted one.
I hope your goal of a stronger
Regis community comes true, but
remember to change a world or a
community, we must first change
ourselves. Kate Barnes

Regis Coinmunity. This seems to be
inconsistent with your abomination
for everyone in the Regis community to act "as a coinmunity'' (Highlander Aug. 27, 1992). To become
more like a community we must
look up our community leaders for
guidance. It is no wonder we cease
to act as a community when we are
accused of apathy by our leaders.
Finally, I had trouble believing the newspaper welcomes letters
to the editor. The paper's attitude
toward Ms. Montrose' s letter would
discourage many people from writing. Also, although the editorial
staff claims to want the community
to write, I had difficulty in finding
an invitation or location to write to
the editor anywhere in the paper.
As a Freshmen, Iny experience in the
Regis community is limited . When I
surveyed your paper tofind outhow

Dear Editor,
As a member of the Regis
Community I did think long and
hard regarding the article "Congresswoman Patricia Schroeder and the

Nazi Ideology Connection." I just
thought a little too long and didn't
make it before the paper's next
publication. My compliments to
Lynne Montrose for saying what I
certainly could not have said better.
I think the obviously negative Save Our Children National
Alliance, Inc. article should have been
held until an opposing response was
found or written. I appreciate your
defense argument, but it was cheap.
I think some more thought should
have been given
before the article was printed. If the
Highlander intends to increase its
focus on controversial issues such as
abortion, NEA funding, and women
in combat some quality resources
should be found and it should be
handled professionally.
Jennifer Keese

MAC film screening stirs controversy
Dear Editor,
Why was the movie "Ameri- conflicts would have occurred.
However, I was blamed for
can Me" allowed to be shown?
According to Jim McCormick it was not following proper procedure in
not allowed. But, before such allo- showing the movie"American Me."
c.ations c.an be made, Mr. McConnick

should look into his own staff and
\:heiT \)TOCedUTeS.
The Campus Life staff re-

The Campus Life staff, on the other

hand, did not advise me in the proper
I>Tocedut:e. And, 'm t:ny ttai\ to gain
a\)pTova\, not one peTson asked the

ferred me to Joni Lieb who is supposedly in charge of scheduling such
events. Ms. Lieb said that showing
the Inovie would be fine as long as
the cafeteria Inanager was notified.
A Inemo was left for Gary Coyle,
Regis's Food Service Director a day
prior to the event. I would have
postponed the event if I had known

procedures" so that others do not a part of Hispanic Culture, I realize
make the same "mistake" I am ac- that due to the violent graphics of
the movie. I should not have been
cused of making.
showed in the particular venue that
Galena Rodriguez
Dear Editor,

On behalf of M.A.C. (Minority A..Uait:s Committee), l would
\ike to apologize to the students of

!~t.

this t:novie and for any inconvience
it may have caused. I am not however, apologizing for the presenta-

title of the movie MAC planned to Regis who were in the cafeteria on
tion of the movie, just for its schedpresent.
Wednesday, September 16, when the
Therefore, this whole ordeal movie "American Me" was shown. uling.
Galena Rodriguez, Vice President
was merely based on a lack of comThis event was shown in lieu
munication. I know that I will not of the Hispanic Heritage Month in of MAC on behalf of the Minority
AffairsCommittee
make the same mistake again.
which M.A.C. is sponsoring. AlIn the future, I hope that the though "American Me" does depict
Campus Life staff will remember to
properly advise people on "proper

Viewpoint on amendment .~
Inequality is a problem
which the world has realized since
the beginning of time. Even now
inequality haunts the land of the
free ... America. To me inequality
definitely is a social problem because it promotes discrimination,
. b. try and preJ·udice.
b ias, igo ,
At this time the state of
Colorado is trying to pass a law
referred to as Amendment #2. Basically Amendinent 2 gives employers the ri ht to discriininate against
a s an31esbians. Is this promotfn y ine uality, and would this be
co~side;ed a social problem should
it ass? 1 would have to argue that
p this kind of Amendment pro5
!t~s discriinination and bigotry.
In the 40'sand50's,society
. · · t d a ainst blacks At
1
dis°:m ~l:cks ~ere conside~d a
time lass" The were given
lower C
• t
fruntains secbathr~ms, wa edr taurants' and
tions m buses an res
'
ere se e ated froin
gr g
schools that w
f
· ty Whites were
the ~est o . ::i~'h: her class" of
considered e . ig th
h f.
h
beings Smee en muc o
uman
.
art of the nathe Northwekstedemt p radicate this
tion has wor
o e

it was. I apologize to any student

who was disturbed by the truths of

form of di.scrii:ru~tion and bigotry.
My question is, if we vote yes for
Amendment 2, are we casting a "yes"
vote for discrimination? Agai_n, I
would have to argue YES. Who is to
say that two years from now there
won't be another amendment passed
taking away the rights of a race,
religion or culture?
Whenyougetrightdownto
it, people may not lik~ gay.s, blacks,
Catholics, women, whites, Jews, and
so forth, but do we have the prerogative to take away the rights of
thosewhoarealsoAinericans? This
ladies and gentlemen posses a threat
to society, and therefore causes a
problein.
We all watched TV as the
L.A. riots went on. We all saw the
white truck driver who was beaten
and left to die. We saw Ineinbers of
the L.A. police department brutally
beat a black Inan by the nall\e of
Rodney King. I ask you, Is this a
.
. .
problem? You're damn nght it 1s.
Th. . the becinni·ng of a serious
is 1s
osocial problein, discrimination and
b·gotry These are examples of bias
i
.
a . t color, race, and religion. Now
; : : l preference is an issue. Let's

face i~, ,;'e ~re bas~cally a homophobic society. It s true ~ at gays
and lesbians chose to do thmgs th~t
most of us are morally and ethically opposed to.
. .
Howeve.r, my question i~,
do we as Americans (and that is
what we call ourselves) have the
.
tak
, ·ghts?
nght to e away a person~ n
·
In doing so. are we openmg. the
d~r for a bigger more hellaci~us
sooal problem. Are we promoting
di~criinin~tion a~d big.otry? I ask
thisquestiona~amho~m~thatyou
Inay see why meq~~hty i~ such a
social proble:m· It is a social problein because.is causes war between
us. Inequahty not only e~fects th.e
poor, bla~ks, gays, Buddhists, Indians, bu~1talsoeffectsyou ~nd me.
There will always be something that
separates you from ~n?ther .person. This difference 1s JUSt diversity --it doesn't have to be a u:uly
negative thing. We must stop me.
1 .
li
.th thers
quality by eanung!o v~wi. o
differences In reality this will never
·
.
happen, but by allowing people to
discriminate against others, one
.
.
allows mequality to become an ev~n
bigger social problem. C. Newbill

Don't give us
the last word
The Highlander encourages letters
from readers. Letters should be
signed. Send your response to the
Highlander, Student Center 211,
Lowell Campus, Denver, Co. 80221.
Letters should arrive no later than
the Monday before each issues publication.
Deadline/Publishing Dates
The Highlander is published every other
week, (excluding certain holidays), sixteen times per year. Submissions for
each issue are due by 5 p.m. the Thursday before each run date, unless other
arrangements have been made.
Fall, 1992 Deadline/Publishing Dates
Issue# Article Deadline Date
4
October 1, 1992
5
October 15, 1992
6
October 29, 1992
7
November 12, 1992
8
November 25, 2992
Issue#
4
5
6
7
8

Run Date
October 8, 1992
October 22, 1992
November 5, 1992
November 19, 1992
December 3, 1992
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Stupid Freshmen Tricks

General Assembly Minutes
September 14, 1992

Justin Malcolm

I. CHECK-IN/ROLL CALL/WELCOME BACK!
II. DIRECTOR OF COLLEGE RELATIONS
Marie W eiseth, Director of College Relations, reviewed fundraising ideas for clubs and organizations.
Marie, also introduced Gary Coyle from Marriott
who answered some of the questions students had about the
meal plans.
Sean Mackin, Sophomore Student Representative,
asked Gary about giving meals away to other students. Gary
explained that their is a missed meal factor that is figured in to
the meal plans, and giving these missed meals away would
cause a change in prices.
Kerry Wanser, Junior Student Representative, asked
how it was possible to sign meals away to give to the poor.
Gary and Jim McCormick, Director of Campus Life, explained
that this program is done through the cooperation of the school
and Marriott food service.

III. COMM. BOARD APPROVALS
Marybeth Stalp, VP of General Assembly, announced
that Comm. Board had nominated editors that must be approved by General Assembly.
-Kendra Mondragon was a proxy for Sarah Barnes
who was nominated for Yearbook editor. There was a vote,
and Sarah Barnes was approved by a 2/3 vote from General
Assembly.
-Del Stark was nominated by Comm. Board as the
Editor of the Highlander. Del Stark was also approved by
General Assembly by 2/3 vote .
IV. DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Charle Tate, Director of Community Relations of the
Exec. Board, made a few announcements.
-Special Games has a lot of sponsorship and 30 kids
have already signed up to participate. The games will be held
on September 27 and volunteers are needed. Clubs can sign up
for community service, and 50% of the club must participate.
V. CAMPUS LIFE UPDATE
A. Kara Kolomitz presented a hats off,award to the

S.A.I.N.T.S. for the great job they did with Orientation. She
also announced events that were coming up this month.
B. Jim McCormick, Director of Campus Life
--Jim reminded the General Assembly about
fundraising, scheduling rooms, club space in O'Connell, the
Information Desk, and the posting policy and flyers.

VI. CENTER FOR SERVICE LEARNING
--Jamie Birge introduced Sarah Eades, and Erica
Kurdoh the workship and work study for the center for service
learning.
--There are various community service opportunities
for students who are looking for placements. Clubs can also go
through the center for community service options.
--Into the Streets is a community service event that
will be a joint effort of 3 campuses (DU, Regis, Auraria). The
event will be held on Oct. 3rd and applications are due by
September 22.
VII. DIRECTOR OF FINANCE
Bryan Steffan, Director of Finance of Student Exec.
Board, announced the cut in the budgets of the clubs and
organizations. There was an 8% cut across the board.
--He also explained that check requests and other
papers go to
Bryan first, then to Jim McCormick .
--Susan Robertson asked what the G.A. and Executive Board budgets are used for. It was explained that the
budgets go for stipends, all campus leadership retreat. constitution
and handbooks, etc.
VIII. OPEN FORUM
Kendra Mondragon asked about KRCX being a club.
Marybeth planned to talk to Kendra about this.
Tim Louie asked about how to become a new club.
Marybeth explained that there will be a brochure coming out
next GA to explain the process. She can also provide a sample
club constitution.
Cha Tate asked about new club officers. Club should
drop off a list of new officers in Lindsay's box in Campus Life.

IX. ADJOURNMENT

Faculty Poetry:
Roses are red,
Violets are blue.
Are you writing this down?
There's a quiz on Monday.
I was going to write a
witty, well informed, and wildly
inaccurate statement on the war
in the Balkans, except that I
would have to make it up as I
went along. So, instead, I will
discuss another issue of vital
international importance:

My Dog Rusty
To truly understand
Rusty's international significance, one needs some background on the breed. Rusty is a
Cocker-Spaniel, a dog which is
very much like the British Royal
Family in that it is the result of
centuries of deliberate inbreeding, and the result of all these
years of selective breeding in
Cockersis, notsurprisingly, the
same as it is in the Royal Family.
Namely: Prince Charles. Now
I do not mean to imply that
Rusty looks like Prince CharIes. I mean to imply that Rusty
wouJd Jook Jike Prince CharJes, if Prince Charles had smaller

ears.

The other designating
feature of cocker-Spaniels is
summed up in this quotation
from the American Kennel
Club Guide to Ugly Little
Dogs(second edition):
"Cocker-spaniels are really
stupid.
We are surprised they can walk."

It is as if God set out to create
the perfect breed of dog while
drinking stale Corona.

wall handy Rusty would keep
walking until she lost concentration and fell over. Then she
would scratch.
The most surprising thing
about Rusty is that in a household with three dogs and a rather
war-weary cat, Rusty is in
charge. Think about it, a dog
who resembles a squirrel on
acid tell our other dogs what to
do! This worries me.
The contemplation of the leadership position of a dog who
could not successfully match
wits with a folding chair brings
us to the afore mentioned Issue
of Vital International Importance: The Democratic Party.

Rusty, herself, is named after a
neighbor's less famous CockerSpaniel who came to a sudden,
tragic end (he heroically lost
his life while chasing a car that
I am referring, of course to the
was coming at him). She is
candidacy of Bill "Hillary"
typical of the breed in that she
Clinton and Al "Al" Gore.
is both fearlessly heroic and
Frankly, they remind me of
unperturbably stupid. So stuRusty . This also worries me.
pid, in fact, that she has been
eating the same thing every
It's not that I think that Rusty
day for five years-and has yet
wouldn't make a good Leader
to notice!
of the Free World, I am just
afraid that she would piddle on
Rusty was a great deal of fun as
the rug. I am not sure, but I
a puppy. For instance, if I saw
think that would keep her from
Rusty walking intently in one being an effective president.
direction, I could pick Rusty (Sbe would, however, make a
up, tum her around, and watch fine Vice-President.)
her continue in that new direclion with the same intensity of
purpose, until she ran into a

' wall (honk). If there was not a

New admissions video
captures the Regis experience
members of the General Assembly to other faculty memFeatures Editor
bers.
In approximately one
"The purpose of the
week, prospective students that
video
is
not
to take the place of
request a video from the Adthe
campus
tour," Blust emmissions office will be seeing
phasizes.
Many
videos, includRegis through the eyes of stuing
the
current
Regis video,
dents already enrolled here. Acshow
off
the
campus
and the
cording to Robert Blust, Direccollege
facilities
rather
than
tor of Admissions, the video
on
what
type
of
environfocus
was developed to let people
know what type of place Regis ment a college creates. Blust
is, and it utilizes this testimo- felt that the video should "raise
nial approach rather than being the consciousness of what we
a narrative and showing the typi- have." The new video incorpocal campus shots. Blust devel- rates students and faculty givoped the video, taking feed- ing their impressions about what
back from a large cross-section Regis offers, ranging from inof individuals, ranging from stitutional facts such as the

By Cherie LeMay

student-teacher ratio to the students' feedback about the small
classes and individual attention
they receive.
Bruce Neale is responsible for shooting the video,
while equipment from Coors
was used in the editing process.
Currently, a few copies available at the Admissions Office
for students or faculty to check
out if they have not yet seen the
video. Additional copies should
be completed in approximately
three weeks, and then prospective students will get the insider's view of Regis University.

Psychology Club plans Graduate school seminar
By Liz Harding
Asst. Editor
Calling all Psychology
majors, minors, and any other
interested parties. The Regis
University Psychology Club is
starting off their year and is
planning many activities.
The club recently
elected their officers for the
1992-93 year. Sophomore F.rick
Farrales was elected as presi-

dent, Senior Liz Harding was Hall Lounge. Anyone interelected Vice President, and ested in attending graduate
Senior Louis Nyiri was elected school for psychology should
as the secretary and treasurer. attend, regardless of class year.
Other plans include
Dr. Gary Guyot is the club's
showing
movies such as "Siadvisor.
of
the
Lambs" and invitlence
The first activity the
ing
speakers
to discuss a variPsychology Club is sponsoring
ety
of
topics.
is a seminar on applying to
People with questions
Graduate schools in psycholregarding
the Psychology Club
ogy. It will be held W ednesday, September 30 in the West can call Guyot at X 3516.
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~ did, I con11clered going +o eolle3e in Florida.
Hey, but theh I wouldn't have +he opportunity
to be fnowed in, in of all place/.. the PhysicJ
building. Jurf tne, rorne perpetual motion
geeks and an electrostatic 9enerator.
With 0 ""\y a candy machine and fY\y
cal/;Y'9 card for recreation."

W

hethe: you're on-campus or off: even if you're
studying abroad, the AT&T Callmg Card helps
you keep in touch.
~
It's the least expensive way to call state-to-state on
AT&T, when you can't dial direct. With the new AT&T
Call and Save Plan, you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card
calls'." And once you have your card, you'll never need to apply for another.

Get your Calling Card now and you'll get your first call
free:* You'll also become a member of AT&T Student
Saver Plus, a program of products and services that saves
students time and monev.
So as you can see, the AT&T Calling Card can do an
incredible amount of things, for a 1 ounce piece of plastic. So much for
the theory of relativity.

To get an A1&T Calling Card, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 852.
©t99l Ala.T. •Pending FCC ~ I . Please all at,o,.,c 800 number for details. ··You11 receive one 5~ AT&T LD. Certificate equiv:llent to Z~ ~iootes <i aud ':' direct-dialed, roast-to-coast.
night a n d ~ calling based on r:ues effecti~ 6/8fJ2. You coold get t1l(ft or £e,,,er miootes depending oo where a v.'hen yoo all. O&r hm1ted to one certificate per student

;

AT&T
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Spotlight on ...

Politics
Sign 'o the times:

Preserving freedom of expression
realize that the following statehappen, but I was in no way
ments are an honest and true
prepared to deal with what I
expression of principals I fumly
saw. When I returned from
believe and are not necessarily
class, I found that the sign, !!lY
the opinion of the Highlander.
personal properly, bad been
Furthermore, I wish to say that
ripped from my door and mutithe intention of this article is
lated (presumably because of
not to offend anyone. It should
my "fascist" adjustments.) This
serve to clarify the basic rights
blatant ignorance of my perwe, as citizens of the United
sonal rights upset me so much
that I felt it called for some sort States, possess.
of response.
An open letter to the person
who ripped up my sign:

beaded to work. On my way to
work, I noticed a representaAsst. Features Editor tive from a student Republican
rdinarily, I'm organization. He had set up a
not a very po- booth in the quad area and was
litical person. soliciting support for the new
Sure, I follow campus organization. I noticed
that he had a large number of
the issues and candidates, but I
Bush/Quayle buttons, pins, and
would hardly consider myself a
fliers. I also noticed he bad
political activist on any level.
several cardboard signs readBut a few days ago, some diaing "Bush/Quayle '92."
bolical force grabbed me and
EVEN though I don't
made me do a stupid thing; I
support Bush, I felt some burn- "I figured something
actually expressed an opinion.
ing desire to have the sign in
I should have known that opinmy room. I took the sign and would happen, but I
ions are generally to be kept to
set it aside in order to concen- was in no way preoneself, and to actually share
trate on homework. I was deep
an honest opinion is to invite
pared for what I saw."
into a textbook when political
ridicule, prejudice and closeminspiration hit me. I made a
indedness. Maybe I should have
few minor adjustments to the
TO BEGIN with, I
learned from the example of
sign and quickly bung it on my
must
apologize
that the entire
my high school peers and aldoor. I was quite proud of my
school
should
have
to listen to
lowed myself and my ideas to
statement, and felt that the sign
my ravings. Since the perpeconform to everyone else's
was now an honest reflection of
trator was not courteous. or bold
standards. Unfortunately, this
my political views. Later, when
enough to leave his/her name, I
is a lesson that I will never
I left for class, I wondered what
have no choice but to confront
learn.
sort of response I should exthem using this method. Please
THE day started out
pect. I figured something would

By Shawn Houck

0

Dear Friend (or fellow "fascist"),
Let's grow up. We're
in college now. We have to
expect opposition to almost any
idea or belief that we may bold.
Although the statement is often
overused and clicbed, I think it
is most appropriate in this situation: It's a free country. Just
because you don't agree with
my political views doesn't give
you the right to destroy IDY
property. Freedom of expres-

sion is one of my fundamental
rights, a right that I chose to
utilize. If you bad only knocked
on my door, I would have been
happy to discuss your views.
Though we may not agree on
all things, I will respect your
right to an opinion. Nevermind
the fact that you broke a residence ball rule, your actions
tell me that you have no respect
for my right to an opinion. Even
worse, they tell me that you
have no respect for the
Constitution of the United States,
the document our whole system of government is based
upon .
PERHAPS choice,
free expression and personal
property have no place-in your
ideal society. Perhaps you see
no need for laws, government
or a constitution. Perhaps you
feel your ideas about values
and policies are the only correct ideas. Perhaps you feel no
need to justify your opinions.
Perhaps .YQU are the true fascist.

innocently enough, I woke up

late, skipped breakfast and then

Decision '92: Who will you vote for?
Compiled By Cherie LeMay
Features Editor
THE RESULTS are in, and here's what you told us! All that responded were regis-

tered voters, and the majority of those were women.
"I have not been given good enough reasons to vote for eithercandidate."
-Democratic female, age 19
"Bush/Quayle--prefer Bush and Quayle's economic plan to Clinton's. Clinton's plan
would put too much stram on the economy and that would send us into recession and besides
Clinton would bas some character flaws that are undesirable in my opinion."
'
-Republican male, age 20
"B~sh/~uayle--even though he has made mistakes, I refuse tolay all the problems of
our country m his lap. I have seen progress and political clout during this administration and
believe he is the candidate in favor of the U.S. and not himself."
-Republican female, age 19
'Tm dissatisfied with ~e administrations attempts to control the debt and economy.
Also, I·1thmk
a umfied .government.. I think the Democrats will hold c ongress
. needs
.
th the U.S.
an d w1 1 us reqmre a hke party president to achieve what needs to be done."
-No party declared, Male 21
"Undecided--! plan to vote Libertarian; Clinton/Gore would probably raise tax b
Bush/Quayle would probably institute a dictatorship of 'traditional family values'."
es, ut
-Male, age 21
.
"Cl~to~G?re--1 bate ~ost every outdated view the Bush/Quayle administration has
·
This country 1s smking under their so-called leadership. It's time for a change Cli t
be perfect, but he is the best choice."
·
n on may not
-Democratic female, age 20
"I think both candidates have their good points and bad points. Unfortunately, most
people only pay attention to the bad stuff."
-Democratic male, age 18
Opinion
is alive and well at Regis. Perhaps you'll express yours m
· the next issue
·
Lett
d
ers an comments are welcome! Stop by the Highlander office Student c t 2l l ·
458-4152 for more information.
'
en er
or call

fRE51DENT

.: EORGE
~USH

Vs.
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Democratic Candadate
Clinton Visits Denver
By Cherie LeMay

al candiate Bill
Clinton addressedapproximately 30,000
people last Thursday at
Civic Center Park in
downtown Denver. It
was called the largest
gathering of its kind in
Denver since the election of Harry Truman.
Governor Clinton addressed the crowd for
approximately thirty
minutes, noting the
diversity of the mass,
and his hopes for the

"President Bush promised 15 million jobs, and I believe he's about 14 million short,"
said Clinton. He feels that Colorado could benefit from the exploration of alternative energy
sources, as the state has plants
already devoted to this kind of
research.
OTHER issues addressed included bis proposal to
help all students trying to finance a post-secondary education, as he would like to see
loans and other forms of assistance available to all who need
or want it in order to make
education affordable and possible. One of his ideas was to
allow students to "pay back"
society after getting their degree by teaching or taking a

next four years under

public service job foe a few years,

FeaJures Editor

in:~irs~~-

D
On the Campaign Trail: Presidential hopeful Bill Clinton
rallies support at a recent stop in Denver.
Heather Banizewski I Highlander

and their college loans would
be reduced based upon the
amount of time a student stayed
at this job.
CLINTON also expressed his views about the
abortion issue, as be said that
be wants everyone to be able to
make their own choice. Again,
be gave his opinion about President Bush' s stance and attacked
his platform based on family
values, stating that Bush wanted
personal choice for bis family
but he wanted to make the
choice for everyone else.
Homelessness, taxes,
and the economy were among
the other topics that Clinton
discussed, and the majority of
those in attendance seemed satisfied with his answers.

his leadership.

Noah ads spark controversy
By Brenda Mondragon
Staff Reporter
erbaps you've
seen them, or
beard about them.
Maybe you will see
one in the future. Matt
Noah, a candidate running for
U.S . senator on the Christian
Pro-Life Party ticket, is airing
graphic and controversial antiabortion advertisements on
Colorado television stations.
Toe ads, depicting aborted fetuses, have aired at all times of
the day on TV stations on
Denver, Pueblo, Colorado
Springs and Grand Junction.
WHEN the first advertisements aired in August,
television stations received
many call-in complaints. Mark
Van Loucks of Englewood filed
an unsuccessful suit seeking to
ban the ads, claiming that they
were an invasion of privacy
and could emotionally traumatize bis children. Van Loucks
also filed a complaint with the

P

FCC.

IN LATE August, the
Federal Communications Com-

In early September,
mission ruled that TV stations
broadcasters appealed
about
300
are required to run the adverthrough
the
National Associatisements uncensored under protion
of
Broadcasting,
asking the
tection of the First Amendment
FCC
to
review
its
staffs
ruling.
Because of a federal law, broadOTHER
dead-fetus
casters are not allowed to censor or deny airwaves access to advertisements similar to Noah's
any candidate campaigning for have run in different parts of
federal office. Even if the the country. Republican Miaborted fetuses shown were chael Bailey, running for Conactually stillborn babies, as some gress in Indiana's 9th District,
doctors have contended, sta- bas aired ads in Indianapolis,
Louisville, and Cincinnati, resulting in phone calls of com". . . Ads depicting plaint and support to TV staaborted fetuses have tions and the FCC.
ACCORDING to one
aired at all times of of Matt Noah's campaign workers, Bailey, pro-life activist Jeanthe day... "
nie Hill, and Julie Makimaa,
conceived in a rape, will aptions would still be required to
pearatarallyon September 27,
run the ads.
3 p.m. at Centaurus High School
TELEVISION stain Lafayette.
tions are allowed to run a disAlthough bis Septemclaimer before the commercial,
ber ad campaign was reportwarning that it may be too ofedly scheduled from Septemfensive to some viewers and is
ber 4 to 18, Noah's campaign
not suitable for young children.
worker stated that be is planMany stations are also listing
ning to nm more:advertisements,
the approximate times when the
· including all the major Denver
commercials will air in order to
stations.
give advance warning.

~

Monday, Sept. 28th
10 p.m. in DeSmet Hall
with Fr. Carl Heumann
~~

'~Gt~~

Tuesday at 10 p.m.
West Hall
with Fr. John Vowells

~
Wednesday at 10 p.m.
O'C Chapel
with Sr. Ann Goggin
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Faith and ustice, Lecture Update-----Russian news commentator speaks to Regis
By Liz Harding
Asst. Editor

Bettina Gregory, ABC Senior General News Corespondent
will be a guest speaker on September 30 for Faith &Justice.
Her topic is the "Election '92: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly".

" .. .and Justice for All",
lecture series underway
by Shawn Houck
Staff Reparter

Now in it's third
year, the Faith and Justice
Institute (FJI) has chosen the
theme, " .. . and Justice for
All" for it's annual lecture
series. Chaired by Ron
DiSanto, sponsorship is
shared by the Campus Ministry, Religious Studies, Phi-

On Wednesday, September 16, Boris Notkin, a Russian news commentator, visited the Regis University and
spoke to a group of students in
the Marriott Cafeteria.
Notkin first visited the
Regis campus in February of
1990, when be spoke on the
subject of "Glasnost and Perestroika."
This time, Notkin
spoke on a variety of subjects
that are of concern to the people
of Russia. He spoke of the
need for privatization in Russia, the role of the Russian
government, Boris Yeltsin, and
the role of fascism.
Notkin described the
need for privatization by saying that most of the institutions in Russia are still owned
by the government. He said
that at the present time, there
are two plans for dealing with
this problem.
The first plan is to
allow employees to take ownership in their perspective institutions. Notkin said that a
problem with this idea is that it

could lead to uneven distributions, because employees of a
large corporation would be getting the profits, whereas employees of a school would get
pencils and paper.
The other plan Notkin
described makes institutions
available for sale at auctions.
One problem Notkin sees with
this solution is that Russian
worlcers average about 240 rubles
a month and institutions will
cost nearly 18 million rubles
each.
In an interview before
bis speech, Notkin spoke on such
topics as the changes in the Soviet
Union since the fall of communism and Russia's place in the
new world order.
he said that no one can
really be sure of what Russia's
place in the new world order is.
He feels that although Russia
has been involved in wcrld events
such as the Gulf War and the
recent activities in Yugoslavia,
they have only played a supporting and helping role.
In the interview, Notkin
also spoke of the new Russian

interest in religion. "Russia is a
country that bas found the importance of religion, and of Jesus Christ," he said.
Notkin added that
Regis students, as students of a
Jesuit University, have the opportunity to make that relationship with God more profound.
"We are often attracted
by the picturesque side of religion. The wonderful music,
the icons. But, the crux of
· faith, the deep meaning of Jesus Christ should be explained
and brought home," be said.
He went on to say that
surveys revealed that "People
are attracted by religion, but
there is no real faith." Notkin
added that be felt that the Jesuits have a lot to contribute to
helping find this faith.
In bis speech, Notkin
brought up many subjects designed-to inform students about
Russia, and to get them to think
about the role Russia will play
in the new world order.

losophy, Communication
Arts and Nursing depart-

ments.

U.S. action needed, sajs Burke
nology during the fifties. During the cold war, arms proliferation and the ba1ance of power
in this area resembled the MAD
standoff between the USA and
the USSR.
· Ballistic chemical
weapons first came into general use in this region during
the Iran-Iraq conflict of the
eighties. In fact there were over
900 ballistic missiles fired by
both sides (though, interestingly
enough, there was very little
international protest about this
war until it threatened oil shipping). Ever since then missiles
have been the "status symbol''
weapon of the middle east.

ry

r

•
••
•
••

Saddam Hussain ' s
missile attack of Israel during
Desert Storm (while in effect
harmless) made the world realize the potential that these
weapons have for creating multilateral conflicts.
During the coming
decade the Middle Eastern peace
negotiations will reach the
subject of weapons of mass
destruction. Whether they disarm or continue to proliferate is
largely up to the United States .
If the U.S can organize the disarmament like it had with the
former Soviet Union, peace can
be preserved in that region . If
the U.S. cannot, it might face
another world war; perhaps one
without a victor.
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Career Corner

REGIS UNIVERSITY

By Carla Johnson
Career Services

~ose students ~ho become anxious when others expect them
to make mstant declarations about their college major or career choice
can get reassurance from these principles of career decision making:
.
1. Y~ur career decisions reflect who you are as a whole person.
It 1s not possible or even desirable to separate your vocational self from
the rest of your being.
2. Your college major may not be related to your career objective. Employers anticipate that you will have problem-solving and communication skills at graduation; technical skills can often be refined in
the workplace.
3. You are the best judge of yourself. Interest and
personality tests can organize information about you, but you know
yourself best.
4. Fantasy is good for you. Articulating your secret dreams may
~ the best stimulus to tap into the "real you". Your dream or vision will
shape the kinds of opportunities you seek.
5. Value your liberal arts training. Your liberal education
provides you conceptual breadth and vision that will aid you in complex
situations.
6. Do not use graduate school as an escape from making career
decisions.
7. Recognize that your needs can change. Be alert to shifts in
your vocational needs which may occur, and revise your long-range
plans accordingly.
8. Know that nothing in your career is wasted. Regardless of the
meanderings of your career path, the experiences you acquire will have
a cumulative effect and add to your skills base.
For more information on Career Services, call 458-3508 or stop
by the Life Directions Center.

PAC

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
PAC HOTLINE 458-4395

Thursday Thrills

.r.

September 24
Billy McLaughlin - Acoustit· Guitar 9pm

~.1n

Octoberl
Square Dancing in the Cafe 9pm

"Remember the All Campus
Leadership Retreat!"

September 29
MOVIE
uFar and Away"
9pm - Science Amp .

.1.1Bring someone you dig"
Carla Johnson and Pat Hanson invite students to vist them in the LDC.
Mike St. John/ Alumni

Bettina Gregory

Sept. 30

Winter Commencement re-scheduled
Attention graduating seniors participating in the Winter 1992 Co~mencement Ceremony. The Winter Commencement Ceremony will
be held on Sunday, December 13, 1992 at 10:00 a.m. Due to a

BpmCafe
ABC News

White House Analyst

scheduling conflict in the Regis University Fieldhouse, the
commencement ceremony had to be moved from Saturday,
December 12, 1992 to Sunday, December 13, 1992 . .Please IIL--------------------111
adjust your calendars and share this information with family and

TRIP!!! Oct 16-19
Viva Las Vegas!!

rnends who are planning to attend.

Have fun & let us drive!
FREE Transportation
/Fli?Jli~
~'9..""~-~
.
to and from Fal1 Fro11c. ~ t V
Leaves every 1/2 hr from
Student Center parking lot.

Trip $215!!

Fall Frolic
6) 0,
0

BACCHUS

MUD Volleyball (6-"person")
o co,..... ~
Sept 26
~
---~ ~ -Sign up .now at info. desk
·,: ~
.
1n Student Center
NO FEE_ prizes for winners

10pm to 2 am
Brittany Hill (Thornton Parkway & 1-25)

;J._- ~ , ~ ~ , , , _ - , ,...., ....

- - - - - - - - ------,I

,- Regi; Square Laundromat
'K-mart Shopping Center

1

I

:10% off on all services with student I.D.
I
Full Service 24hr Drop-Off
1
I
1
d L ndry 45S-9838
IDry Cleaning an au
1-:·. ~ // I
IFREE birthday wash and dry
. . ,__ - I
olb
washers
Alterations
I
3
h
I.50 was ers to
9·00
I Open 7 Days Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.
. I
_p~,:_Weekend~t 7:30~-~-- __ - ..J

L___

Tickets

w/PAC card $5 single - $10 couple
wo/PAC card $6 single - $12 couple
at door $7 single - $14 couple

Semi-Formal Dance
PAC VOLUNTEERS still needed
CALLx3505
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CONCERT REVIEWS

)

Big Bash at Mile
High Stadium
by Jennifer Susich
Staff Reporter
On Saturday, September 19 at Mile High Stadium, three bad boy, bad
reputation bands visited to
rock the house. lce-T' s new
thrash band, Body Count,
the newly popularized Metallica, and Tipper Gore's
nightmare Guns N Roses all
came to rock Denver.
Starting with Body
Count, Jce-T began the evening with a rather boring set.
Nothing he did made the
crowd react. Even the controversial song "Cop Killer"
couldn't get any life from
the crowd. Most everyone
was saving their energy for
the later bands.
What else was
wrong with Ice-TI Being that
he is such an original at his
show, he repeated everything
he said to the T (no pun intended) from 1991's Lollapalooza tour.

again. He was really excited
about that, and needless to
say, so were the fans.
Everything was perfect for the Metallidudes.
Bassist Jason Newsted had
his fun singing part of "Seek
And Destroy." Lead guitarist Kirk Hammett played the
theme to the Munsters and
drummer Lars Ulrich had
his fun running from end to
end of the stage tossing his
drum sticks to the crowd.
Metallica definitely left the
stage as champions of the
night.
Guns N Roses left a
lot to be desired for their set.
Singer Axl Rose stomped off
the stage during their opening song "Welcome To The
Jungle," only to come back
on in about twenty minutes
later to do the same thing on
"Bad Obsession."
Bassist Duff McK-

Quite frankly, Ice-T's

agen had his fill of singing to

Body Count just did not fit
on this tour. Most people
were expecting either Faith
No More or Skid Row, not
some weird rap dude trying
his best at metal. Luckily
they only had a fifty minute
set.
The highlight of the
night, of course, was the San
Franciscan band Metallica.
Metallica left their older fans
in a daze as they opened with
"Creeping Death" and played
more of their older songs. It
was a headbanging, moshing frenzy.
Even with a temporary added addition to the
band Gohn Marshall of Metal
Church), Metallica kicked
some serious butt. From their
explosive use of flash pots,
to singer/rhythm guitarist
James Hetfield's interaction
with the crowd,. to the singa-long to "Seek And Destroy'', everything was a
headbangers dream come
true.
But the highlight of
some people's nights was the
song '.'Nothing Else Matters."
Couples were hugging and
kissing, which was reminisc:ent of a Poison concert rather
than Metallica, but just the
same even the slow 'ballad'
type songs kicked seriously.
The best part of the
night was their closing song
"Enter Sandman." For the
first time since the explosive
accident [which engulfed
James Hetfield into flames a
few weeks back in Montreal],
James got to play the guitar

the crowd with "Attitude"
and 'Why Are You So Blind?"

while Axl was off stage
pouting.
In between around
seven clothes changes from
Axl, there were the neverending solo's from hell. Lead
guitarist Slash had his guitar
on so loud, it overpowered
Axl's voice, Matt Sorum's
drum set and even Duff's
bass.
Slash's solo (which
lasted around half an hour)
included ''Voodoo Child,"
"The Godfather," and many
more interesting things.
Everyone in the band had a
solo, including Denverite
pianist Dizzy Reed.
Drummer
Matt
Sorum' s solo was excellent,
but his ego seemed to get
into the way of his act. Instead of playing, he kept
standing up to receive gratification from the crowd.
1he solo's got so long
and so dull, many people
either left to go home or were
sitting in their seats sleeping. It was more like watching pay-per-view or MTV
instead of a live Guns N Roses
concert.
Guns N Roses had
little to none interaction with
the crowd. When guitarist
Gilby Clarke's solo was
through, Axl came back out
on stage again to sing "Mr.
Brownstone," "Sweet Child
O' Mine," and "Paradise
City." Those three songs
Please see

Bash on p.16

ang Tango. from left to right- Mark Knight, Tigg Ketler, Joe Leste, Kyle Kyle, and Kyle Stevens.

Bang

Tango

rocks Glendale
by Jennifer Susich
Staff Reporter

On Monday, September 14, rock-n-roll fans
had the chance to witness
the show of a lifetime at
Bangles in Glendale, Colorado.
Bang Tango, preceded by Denver's own
Caught in the Act and Angelic Rage, shattered all previous concepts of what live
rock-n-roll is.
Bang Tango is a band
out of Los Angeles formed
in 1989. They are the most
underrated band on the current metal scene. They might
not be as big aDd well known
as Guns-n-Roses, but they
sure do put on a better show.
Definitely being a
band that lives on stage, Bang
Tango was signed only nine
months after their formation.
With two albums and two
live EPs under their belts,
Bang Tango proves to be
more than just bad boys of
rock-n-roll.
With such songs as
"Someone Like You," "Untied and True," and "Soul to
Soul," they definitely have
the potential to make any
human groove.
The action started
when ''Midnight Struck" and
Bang Tango hit the stage.
They gave a complete energetic, highly entertaining
show. With their opener
"Sweet Little Razor" to their

cover of Ted Nugent's "Stran- off of each others beats.
glehold" to some new songs Tigg' s pounding, aggressive
they premiered for the Den- style is definitely the backver crowd, including "The bone of the band.
Solid is the only
Hell I Gave," "Better Off If
You Cheat," '~My Favorite word that can describe the
Nine," and ''New Genera- work of the guitarists Mark
tion," they definitely rocked Knight and Kyle Stevens.
Their soulful riffs were what
the house.
Vocalist Joe Leste kept everything in a balance.
pranced around the stage like From the catchy intros of
a cross between Mick Jagger, "Dancin' on Coals," "SomeSteven Tyler and Mike Pat- one Like You," and "Cactus
ton, which excited and ap- Juice," they definitely made
pealed to all the ladies in the everyone's mouths drop.
audience. His tight black Instead of competing with
leather pants, all of this fancy each other for attention, they
hair flops and his ability to worked together for an act
wind up a crowd with his that was just amazing.
voice made every woman's
The
audience
heart flutter. His voice was whipped into a frenzy when
really rough and scratchy, their hit "Love Injection"
but he hit the notes, which played into action. There
put virtually everyone into a wasn't a soul in the place
trance.
who was not swinging and
Bassist Kyle · Kyle swaying to the tune.
stood in one position most
In our 20 years of
of the night pounding out concerts, we have never
his licks. His newly died experienced such a show. It
purple/red hair floated was dynamic, raw, entertainaround with his moves. The ing, explosive and energetic.
bass from such songs as "Soul The Bang definitely stands
to Soul," "Love Injection," for the hardcore in-your-face
and "Attack of Life" put attitude and the Tango is for
everyone into a perpetual the soulful groove. Never in
our lives has a show left us
groove.
Drummer
Tigg stunned, amused, and gaspKetler, sporting his new ing for air like this one. We
military hair-do, let the sweat can't wait to catch another
pour from his face. He and one of their spunky, breathKyle Kyle kept in time with taking performances again.
each other, actually playing Grade: A+++
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The Best of the Worst Soap Operas
The Presidential Race '92:
Latest hot dumb issues of the week
-DRAFT DODGING
-FAMILY VALUES
-UNMARRIED PARENTS
-THE FAMILY STRUCTURE OF
THE 1950s
-EXTRAMARITAL AFFAIRS

Quayle - Family Values??
by Krista Landen
Entertainment Editor

Vice
President
Quayle is still trying to bad
mouth the Murphy Brown
show; but his agreement is
weakening. Nowheisgoing
to watch the show with
unmarried mothers' in the
D.C. area.
Vice President
Quayle are you really in touch
with the average American

family life style, values, and
economical situation of today. Quayle has come out
and has invalidated at least
one-fourth to one-half of the
young voters. It came across
to me that we the illegitimate children were not
brought up with proper values and morals. The reason
it seems is because we did

THE Dai\y Crossword

-

ACROSS
1 Simpleton
4 Bit of news
8 June 6, 1944
12 A- in one's
ear
14 Body of an
organism
15 V-shaped protective work
17 Fittobe-

not have a mommy, who
stayed at home to take care
of the children and a daddy,
who is was the bread winner. Do you really receive
more values and morals in a
two parent family than in an
one parent family? I feel it
depends on the parent(s) maturity level and their values
and morals.

b'I Ooug\as .l.

Westberg

Toe circus, the newspaper staff, or Ben ~d Jerry's traveling
show? On September 17 Regis got a belly full of fun, juggling,
d ICE CREAM. Andreatta Grisenti/Highlander

18 Big truck
19 Previously
old style
20 Picture value
23 Follows
printemps
24 "The - Yard"
25 Trees of light
wood
28 Shock
29 Walking(elated)

30 Anderson of TV
31 Que-?
35 Robards film
38 Aquatic bird
39 Desserts
40 Eastern deity
41 Legal matter
42 Likesome
. cereal
43 Card shark
48 Play part
49 Launched by
Helen of Troy
54 Lades
55 Racetrack
figure
56 Ember
58 Doctrine
59 Nev. town
60 Ballesteros
of golf
61 Depend
62 Go-getter
63 Viet holiday
DOWN

1 Frequently
2 lnter3 Components
of 110
4 Emits
5 Digits
6 Bovary or
Lazarus

© 1991 , Tribune Me.dia Services

7 Principal parts
of countries
' 8 Evoked·
9 Remove
condensation
10 Like very much
11 Open areas
13 Loyalty to
an idea
16 Cozy abode
21 Hokkaido city
22 Typeof
architecture
25 Gravy or steam
26 AM word
27 He played
Cowardly Lion
28 Indiana (Ford role)
30 Wounded
superficially
31 Art of government
32 Boring tools
33 Easy task
34 Pale
36 Kingly titles

ANSWERS

37 Coniferous
tree

42 -oil
43 Biblical verb
44 Speak
45 Radiated
46 Bath need

47 Vigorous
50 - contendere
51 Ellington
52 Watson or
Holmes
53 Except
57 Rent

j'Jt
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Men's soccer teams kick off auspicious debuts
Sophomore Derek Christian University, ranked first coaches the team. Like VarScarth tied the Rangers first in their division.three to two, sity, the N Rangers opened the
Sports Reporter
season with two away games.
Varsity Soccer is off home game with a score and which began the winning streak.
The first was against
Varsity
soccer
is
the
to an exceptional start, ranked assist by Freshman Chris Russo.
the
University
of Northern
sport
to
watch
as
new
talent
ninth in the West, and two wins The slaughter and defeat of Fort
Colorado.
A
challenging
game
rises
and
old
talent
carries
the
and one loss. The team is led Lewis began during overtime
with
an
amazing
loss
of
one
to
by captain Marc Francis and with goals by: Senior Dan throne. Seven of the nine freshzero.
Barnes
rocked
the
goal
coached by Amy Machin-Ward Moore, Freshman Cris Russo, man were recruited from· neighbox with eight saves. The secand assistant coach, Kevin Sophomore Derek Scarth, and boring Colorado towns - while
ond
game played in Golden,
Kestos. With nine freshman on Sophomore Stuart Chandler; the other two traveled from
Colorado
at the Colorado School
the team there is plenty of new assists by:Fresbman Toby Texas and New Mexico. Hot is
of
Mines
proved to be fascinattalent to watch, plus the return- Whelin,and Sophomore Steve the word for this rising team,
ing
to
watch.
Scher. The final score racked so catch a glimpse of their
ing twelve players.
During the intense
Machin-Ward, the in a 5 to 1 win over Fort Lewis Ranger magic at the next home
game,
fiery
Sophomore Eric
game:
October
2,
against
the
bead coach, expressed that she College, thus continuing the winHallada
broke
away to score
University
of
New
Mexico
at
felt the team had opened the ning streak begun at TCU.
the
first
goal,
assisted
by SophoThe season opened 4:00.
season on good standing. From
more
Nick
Kintzley.
Swift
Chris
watching the action-filled game with two away games prior to
Lucas
followed
with
the
secthe
Fort
Lewis
game.
The
against Fort Lewis College, it
ond
score
assisted
by
Freshman
Rangers
went
up
against
the
is understood why. During the
Tommy Gilhooly. Freshman
game the players showed re- second ranked team in the
Joe Currat scored the final goal
markable teamwork and com- nation,MSU, and only allowed
assisted by Freshman Nino
munication. The team was ag- one goal to be scored against
N Soccer is definitely DiMatteo.
gressive with their passing and them. Losing a tough match to
The first home game
never let Fort Lewis take a breath Midwestern State University one not boring to watch. Goal keeper
against
the
University of Norththrough constant shots on their to zero. Also on the roadtrip . Dorian Barnes leads the team,
ern
Colorado
proved to be an
the Ranger team defeated Texas and assistant coach Kevin Kestes
goal.

by A. Hall

i
j

JV Report

exciting match. The Rangers
played well with a goal by
Freshman Toby Whelin. Although the N Rangers put up
one hell of a defence the UNC
team came out ahead with a
slight 2-1 victory.
The N team is defiantly filled with much new talent, like the varsity, with nine
new freshman - two of which
play for varsity and "moonlight" on the N team. N has
such returning powerhouses as
Chris Lucas, recovering from
recent knee surgery, Eric Hallada, Dorian Barnes, and Paris
Loyle - plus the other talented
returners. There is feisty blood
running in these JV players and
they will always be an excitingteamto watch.
Phenomenal talent has
been placed on both the N and
the Varsity - and both will be
teams to watch as they dominate the field.

·-------------------~ Volleyball rebounds after tough road trip,
: Men's Varsity Soccer Schedule

:

I
I Sept. 24 4:00 at Univ. of Colorado (C.S.)
I Sept.28 7:00 at Colo. School of Mines (Golden)

I
I
I

: Oct. 2

I
I

I Oct. 11

4:00 *University of New Mexico
4:00 *Metro State College

1 Oct. 13 4:00 *Colorado Christ. Univ.
I Oct. 15 4:00 *Univ. of Colorado (C.S.)

fII

l

l

evens season at 3-3; ranked 21st in nation
by Trey Fitz-Gerald

11, 12-15, and 15-12. Several

Sports Editor

Ranger errors created a 5-12

souri, a five-game thriller to
Nebraska-Kearney, and got

deficit from which Regis ral-

swept by Morningside, a team

The Ranger volleyball lied, however it wasn •t enough Lavrisha puts into his top 10 as
I Oct. 17 12:00 at Fort Lewis College
team bounced back from a l-3 to \)U\\ the th.u:d game out and hu as a\h\eucism. Regis nad a
I Oct. 18 4:00 at Grand Canyon Univ.
I showing at the Central Mis- finish the match.
2-1 lead in games over UNI Oct.22 4:00 at Denver Univ.
I souri State Tourney, which
"Whether it was lack Kearney, but was unable to hold
I Oct. 24 3:00 at Univ. of Southern Colo.
I dropped them from ninth to of a killer instinct or maintain- on.
Tomorrow night at
: Oct. 27 4:00 *Univ. of S. Colo.
I eighteenth in the country, to ing a certain level of play, I
don't know," stated Lavrisha. 7:00 in the Fieldhouse is the
defeat
Colorado
College
and
I Oct. 30 4:00 a Air Force Academy
I
notch their 24th consecutive con- "They were certainly steady and Alumni match, which showI Nov. 1 2:00 at Colo. Christian Univ.
I ference win with a road victory consistent compared to their cases
the current Ranger squad
I Nov. 3 4:00 at Metro State Univ.
I at Fort Lewis this past week. matches before and after."
against players from the last
Lavrisba has high few CAC championship teams.
Nov. 5 3:00 *Denver Univ.
Despite falling to
praise for first-year assistant
twenty-first
in
the
latest
AmeriI
The Rangers have eight
I * denotes home games
I can Volleyball Coaches Asso- Mike McLean, who comes to of their eleven October matches
Regis following a successful
I
I ciation Poll, it was an auspi- stint
at home, the first of wbicb is on
at CU-Boulder.
cious beginning for Captain
I
I Linda Kasel, who was named
"He really works well October 8th at 7:00, following
: Men's JV Soccer Schedule
I Colorado Athletic Conference with the players, and they re- an in-town match at Colorado
spond very positively to his style. Christian in Lakewood on the
I
I Player of the Week.
I
Kasel leads the CAC He is very knowledgeable, 6th, also at 7:00.
I Sept. 22 4:30 at Univ. of Colo. (Boulder)
I
Next Wednesday the
in attack percentage with a .377 teaches both myself and the
I Sept. 27 12:00 *Colorado School of Mines
I average, and tallied 27 kills, 12 players several things, and just University of Southern ColoI Oct. 4 10:00 at Colorado College (Colo. Springs) I blocks, 16 digs, and a .411 at- complements the whole pro- rado hosts the Rangers, who
then travel to the Portland State
: Oct. 11 10:00 Air Force Academy
I tack average in the two wins. gram extremely well."
University Showcase. The tourThe Fort Lewis match
The program certainly
I Oct. 20 3:30 *Univ. of Colo. - Boulder
I
exemplified both the inexperi- carried a high profile at the nament bas traditionally been
I
I
youth of this team and Central Missouri tournament, one of the most stimulating
I *denotes home games
I enced
Division II competitions, and
I the exciting talent that demon- as several teams gun for the this year is no different, as three
strates their ability to domi- Rangers simply because of the
of the top four teams in the
nate. Regis won the five-game Regis name.
country
will be present, as will
match by scores of 5-15, 15-6,
"We're a program that
eight
of
the top 20.
4-15, 15-3, and 15-6.
has been Top 20 for the last 4
Fellow CAC members
"We started well in years, so the Regis name either
Metro
State
and Air Force also
three of the games," said Head does one of two things: it inin the A VCA
have
earned
spots
Coach Frank Lavrisha, "and that timidates the other squad so
Top
25
Poll,
with
the
Roadrunwas all we needed to win. We that we win quite easily; or it
ners
eighth
and
the
Falcons
struggled, but played tough and fires them up and makes everytwenty-second.
Northern
Colohard when we had to."
thing a greater challenge for
rado is fifth in the nation.
The lopsided scores us."
The Rangers defeated
contrast sharply with the tightly
The results of Tuescontested Colorado College Missouri Southern in three day night's match at Wyoming
match, the Rangers' first home games, then dropped a four- were not available at press time.
contest. Regis won 15-11, 15- game match to Central Mis-

*

·-------------------·

atch this

e for Intramural Golf Tournament info! !
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Zinunerman, Karns take initial steps to "The Show"
by Christi Newbill

scouts for the Atlanta Braves
Assistant Spans Editor
approached Phil Zimmerman
As the summers begin and asked him to appear for
and baseball season ends, to tryouts. Days later Zimmerman
several players the words "try- received a call to the effect of,
outs" and "drafts" titillate their "Congratulations! You are now
eardrums. For Senior Phil Zim- an Atlanta Brave".
merman and Junior Tim Karns,
When asked bow long
the dream of entering the minor it took for the good news to set
leagues really bits home.
in, Zimmerman responded
During last season, "Well, once the scouts let me

know that they were interested, I bad a pretty good idea
that I'd do alright. So once I
received the big phone call, it
really hit me right away."
After being drafted
in the 30th round by the Braves,
Zimmerman played ball for
ten consecutive weeks with
the Pulaski Braves (the Advanced Rookie League Team)
in Virginia. Next, Zimmerman will leave for West Palm
Beach, Florida in March to
begin spring training for the
minor leagues. Until then,
Phil will continue to help coach
the Regis team and begin
preparing for spring training.
Also in June were the tryouts held here in Colorado for

the new organization, the Colorado Rockies. Amoung many
Regis players who tried out,
Junior Tim Karns was one of
three pitchers chosen out of a
total of 600 players.
When asked what his
feelings were, Karns replied
"This was a dream come true. I
went into tryouts with the idea
that all I was going to do was let

them see me pitch. It didn't
really sink in until I saw it in the
newspapers and on the news."
Unfortunately according to the
rules, Karns is too young at this
time to report to the team. However, he says "the scouts will be
looking at us again this season,
so who knows, maybe I can do
it again prior to the next draft in
May of 1993."

Intramural
Update

Regis junior pitcher Tim Karns
Athletic Dept. Photo

Swim team meeting
5:00pm
Tuesday 9/29
Faculty Lounge
Questions?
Contact Dan Vinnola
at Campus Life

DIET DISASTER

IS

Why Chronic Dieting Doesn't Work

FASTING
SAFE?
Fasting has been praised as a way to cleanse
your body of impurities and aid weight loss.
But the truth is that fasting can be dangerous.
It can be dangerous to your physical health
(especially people with diabetes or kidney
disease) and to your psychological well-being
by giving you a false sense that a poor diet
during the week can be compensated for by a
day or more of fasting.

Fasting Effects
Your body requires a daily supply of calories,
vitamins, and minerals which comes from
foods and drinks. By supplying no calories
during a fast, the body uses some muscle for
energy. Any loss of muscle is detrimental to
the dieter because muscle bums calories.
Fasting can also lower the metabolic rate
which makes the body use fewer calories.
Adequate vitamins and minerals aren't supplied during a fast even if a pill is taken.

Fasting Diet Programs
Some eating disorder clinics use partial fasts
(protein powder is consumed) for the very
obese as an alternative to stomach or bowel
surgery. The patients require hospitaliz~tion or
daily supervision by a doctor so that their
blood values are kept close to normal. The fast
is oniy a minor part of their program. Their
emphasis is on retraining these individuals to
have normal attitudes towards foods when they
begin to eat again. Some individuals following
similar fasts that weren't supervised have died
suddenly of heart problems. Fasting is not for a
..
~
novice. It requires medical supervision.
1,1,1

'
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Only 5% of all dieters will have
maintained their weight loss at the
end of one year. That's not too
encouraging when you consider the
average American diets 3-4 times
annually. Why are so many people
involved in this self-defeating act?
An obsession with thinness and the
limited view that dieting will help
you lose weight, has Americans
running to buy diet aids to the tune
of 10 billion dollars per year. But
the bottom line is that "diets" don't
work.

Dieting Attitudes
One comedian said the root of the
word diet is "to die." It conjures up
the dying urge to eat, and a life
filled with deprivation and wilted
celery sticks. The common phrase
"going on a diet" gives you the
feeling that it is something you start
but are able to quit. The thought of
dieting makes you hungry for foods
you had even forgotten about
Dieting may be the "in" social thing
to do but the statistics show that it
is simply not working.

Why Diets Don't Work ..
People who diet often can lower
their metabolisms enough to decrease their caloric needs. This can
be done in two ways:

First, a diet ofless than 1000-1200
calories can actually cause a
starvation-like state and force your
body to conserve calories. The body
will cut back its caloric needs to
survive. Therefore, you won't lose
more in the Jong run on a 500

Hdiet aids really work, why do Americans continue to spend
10 billion dollars annually?.
calorie diet than you would on one
above 1000 calories. This starvation
state can lower the metabolism for
as much as one year.

Second, crash dieting can change
the body's composition. Let's say
you lost 10 pounds in two weeks.
Most of that weight was water (5
pounds), some was fat (3 pounds)
and the rest was muscle (2 pounds) .
When the weight is regained (as
95% do), it comes back in the form
of fat and water. Every future diet
can cycle this downward trend of
muscle loss until the chronic dieter
can change their percentage of
body fat over time from 25% to 3540%. Surprisingly, the scale may not
show large amounts of weight
change. Muscle bums up more
calories than fat and their chronic
dieting has made them lose a large
percentage of what helps them keep
trim. This yo-yo effect of depriva-

tion and regaining can harm the
body. It is better to never have
dieted at all than to keep losing and
regaining the same 10-20 pounds.

What Does Work
What does help lose and maintain
weight is healthy eating habits and
food choices and a more active
lifestyle. Take a fresh look at your
daily diet and exercise-get rid of
the idea that a diet is something to
endure for a month after which you
can go back to your old habits.
Make short and long term goals to
slowly change your lifestyle to
include healthier food choices and
to be more active at work and play.
You11 be healthier and happier
when you give up dieting and will
be closer to achieving a permanent
weight change by focusing on the
quality of your diet and exercise
habits.
Cl
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seemed to be the only rocking
tunes in their set.
Since the solo's really somber and depressdragged on and wasted over ing. Denver got a lousy show
an hour of Guns N Roses' from Guns N Roses.
Metallica definitely
time, they only played around
should
have
headlined the
eight songs total, most of
which were slow.
From part of their
cover of Alice Cooper's "Only
was no riot!!
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! Monday Night Football !
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Science update
U Pre-Med day
ctober 17
8: 15am-3:30pm

CU Dental School Open House
October 14
6:30pm-8:30pm

Sign up for these events at room S 109 or see Dr.
oughton.
resentations and discussions with faculty members
e planned, as well as, discussions with the Admisions Committee and current medical students.

Ii · .ve you visited your dentist lately?
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Come cheer on your favorite team! :

I

I

!
I

Steve Runnings, DDS
(Regis Alumni)
\i~ .: ~'
4590 Lowell Blvd.
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: • Beer, food, pool,
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MOUNTAIN VIEW
DENTAL P.C.
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Party in the Pub!!!

:

I

ping-pong, and People! :

I
I
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455-8962
10 % Discount With Re~is I.D.

BEST OF DENVER
WESTWORD 1992

COME BY

"treat
peopfe asif
tije-pwere
wijattije-p
ougijtto.6e
an61)0U
ijefptijem
6ecome
wijattije-p
are cap<mfe
of 6eing"

THE GET WELL
FAIR
·•·
I

Wednesday1 October 7tli
in tlie ~acu{ty Lounge!
Advertising Policies:
The Highlander will not accept trade-outs for advertising space without the written agreement of the
editor-in-chief and the faculty advisor.
To buy advertising space, call the Highlander at 4584152 or visit the office in Room 211 of the Student
Center.

Jofjann
U>o(fgang
~on <5oetfje

l

all Joyce & Jerry:
1-800-831-0817.

Decorate your walls with
beer. Neons and other
novelties for sale.
$50 & up
659-6546

call

MARTHA EUBANKS
Agent
5460 W. 60th Avenue
Arvada, CO 80003
Bus.: (303) 421-9900

Like a llJ)Od I}eil!hbor.
State Farm 1s there.

•
..

S TATE FARM

""

®

3484 W. 32nd Ave. at Lowell Blvd.

StatE- f

,1.,.,

n<.,, 11
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OPEl'l--MON-F'RI 6:30A .M. /SAT - SU N 8:00A .M
CLOSE--SlJN-THll 1 1 ""P. M . F'R I-SAT 12:00A .M .

The Highlander is now accepting classified ads. They
can be sent to the Student Center room 21 1, Lowell
Campus, Denver, Co. 80221. Or call 458-41 52.

Words \Vorth
oving, caring, secure
ouple wish to share our
earts and lives with a
ewborn.

insurance

I NSURANCE

CLASSIFIEDS-BEER

For
•

Now is the time to create
the iob and life that are
rieht for you! Tamara
Golden, M.A.
Career
Counseling & Resume
Preparation.

730-1013

a network of people doing
laser printed resumes and
word processing, desk top
publishing and transcription. Leave a message at

730-1013.

GREEl<S & CLUBS
RAJSEACOOL

•1000
IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR TIIE
MEMBER WHO CAU.S!
No obligation. No cost.
You also pt a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
jult for callina

1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

